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Abstract: This paper posits that almost all inspectorates are now following, if to varying degrees, a similar overarching ideology and methodology for school accountability and improvement. The first part of the paper provides an analysis of recent changes to school inspection policies across Frontiers. Using Ireland as a case example, the next part of the paper provides an analysis of Irish school inspection policies and practices that appear to mirror other school inspection systems. To test these assumptions, the paper then provides an analysis of a key informant interview with the Chief Inspector of schools in Ireland. The evidence suggests that there is an increasingly convergent approach to school evaluation discernible across all inspection frontiers. Among the many aspects of this changing landscape is the rapid pace at which schools have accepted school inspection frameworks and the emergence of a genuinely co-professional as opposed to co-existent mode of evaluation between the inspectorate and schools.

Introduction

During the last two decades, many European education systems have attempted to modernize the control and monitoring of schools by establishing some form of what is often described as evidence-based governance (Altrichter et al. 2016, Schildkamp, and Ehren, 2012). Such regimes are usually built on two dominant arrangements which often exist side by side, achievement standards and tests of student performance on the one hand, and school inspections on the other (Ehren et al., 2016). Both of these features are evident in Ireland with increasing emphasis on standardized tests and achievement in state examinations together with what might be described as the reconceptualization of school evaluation to include both inspection and school self-evaluation (Brown, McNamara, O’Hara and O’Brien, 2016). Testing is for another day. The paper at hand aims to describe the main features of recent changes in inspections both internationally and in Ireland based, firstly, on an analysis of the extensive literature on school evaluation including policy documents and subsequently on an interview with the Chief Inspector of Irish schools.

The paper commences by suggesting that there is evidence of some convergence between the very widely differing school inspection approaches to be found across Europe...
and by identifying some of the common themes or features of this shared notion of inspection. Ireland is then offered as a good illustrative example of the way in which school inspection appears to be evolving internationally. This is done through an analysis of policy documents governing inspection and by presenting the thoughts of the Chief Inspector of Irish schools Dr Harold Hislop. The paper concludes with some reflections on changing school inspection modalities both in Ireland and internationally.

Methodology

The methodology used in this study is an evidence-based mixed methods analysis of school evaluation policies and practices. Following the ‘policy-scientific’ approach (Leeuw, 2003), the first phase of the study deconstructs the literature relating to the changing conception of school inspection. Using Ireland as a case study example, the next step provides an analysis of literature relating to the extent to which this integrated mode of school evaluation has permeated Ireland’s education system. Finally, the latter part of the paper, further examines these global and local trends, by providing a key informant interview (Gilchrist, 1993) with the Chief Inspector of Schools in Ireland.

A Converging Model of School Inspection?

In a climate of globalization and international comparisons, evaluation and accountability have become key educational issues in most developed countries (European Commission, 2004; OECD, 2013). As a consequence, many education systems have introduced varieties of evidence-based governance regimes. School inspections are one of the major incarnations of this governance concept. In line with the logic of evidence-based governance (see Ehren et al., 2013, 4) inspectorates of education (1) set expectations by virtue of their inspection standards and procedures. They (2) collect evidence during inspection visits and use information produced by other evaluation instruments, such as student testing, to assess the quality of education and hold schools accountable for a broad range of goals related to student achievement, teaching, organization, and leadership. They (3) aim to stimulate school and system improvement, sometimes by the deployment of sanctions, but more usually by producing reports which point to strengths and weaknesses of individual schools. These reports also include or imply recommendations for action to be undertaken by the inspected schools or the authorities in charge of them (Scheerens and Ehren, 2015). Finally, they (4), to lesser or greater extent, require or encourage schools to engage in school self – evaluation both to complement external inspection and to provide an evidential base for school improvement (Brown, McNamara & O’Hara, 2016a; Brown, McNamara O’Hara, & O’Brien, 2016b; Brown, 2013).

However not everything which was labelled ‘inspection’ operated in identical ways. According to Donaldson (2013), ‘inspection is often associated in the public mind with a rather narrow set of activities which involve notions of compliance and audit. In fact, it is a very plastic concept which takes and has taken many forms, and which can serve many different purposes’ (8). For example, some of the European Inspectorates of Education (e.g. HMI in England and the Irish Inspectorate of Education), have existed since the mid nineteenth century, have always been an arm of central government and oversaw both compliance with nationally mandated policies and mainly judged the performance of individual teachers rather than schools as organizations per se (Brown, McNamara, O’Hara, 2016). In contrast the traditional inspection role in centralist-bureaucratic states (such as
Austria or the Czech Republic) was based on an intermediate position in the hierarchical line located above individual schools but beneath the central administration. Several supervisory functions for schools were amalgamated in this role. Heads of schools were directly accountable to these inspectors who were also responsible both for distributing staff to individual schools and for inspecting and controlling the ‘quality’ of the schools in their region. Criteria for assessing this quality may have varied in time but always included some mixture between educational effectiveness on the one hand and legal and administrative compliance on the other (Altrichter et al. 2014).

In recent decades these historical differences came to be substantially subsumed into divergent inspection policies based more on ideological stance as opposed to tradition. Scholars of school inspection identified two fairly distinct camps, as it were, with very different concepts of inspection. On the one hand, certain inspectorates, notably OFSTED in England, other parts of the English speaking world such as New Zealand, and some European countries including the Netherlands and to an extent Sweden were characterized as being driven by reliance on hard data and concerned primarily with monitoring and accountability (see for example, Nelson and Ehren, 2014; Ryan and Timmer, 2013; Perryman, 2009). In contrast an alternative model, associated with Scotland and the seminal work of John MacBeath, and adopted widely in Central and Eastern Europe was perceived to be more focussed on a variety of data sources, interested in school self-evaluation and more concerned with collaborative improvement than accountability (MacBeath, 1999, 2006; Nevo, 2010).

While significant disparities still remain, in recent years a noticeable convergence between these different traditions, ideologies and approaches has become perceptible. Due to a range of influences including membership of international bodies such as the EU, the OECD and SICI, the Standing International Conference of Inspectorates, globalization and international comparisons of education systems such as PISA and the drive for reforms such as greater accountability and decentralization of decision making in public services, there has been a significant coming together of school inspection theory and practice (Ehren and Shildkamp, 2012). This point is further illustrated by the remarkable similarities across countries displayed in the OECD’s Synergies for Better Learning report (2013), and the types of school inspection found among SICI member countries. As van Bruggen (2010) stated, ‘the content of the various frameworks in use by 18 inspectorates in Europe does not differ widely’ (91).

So marked has this process been that it is possible we suggest to speak of co-professional integrated inspection systems with common features across much of Europe. We propose the term co-professional to indicate a high level of professional co-operation and respect between inspectorates and inspectors on the one hand and schools and teachers on the other. This is operationalised through, for example, negotiated and agreed standards and frameworks and acceptance of school self-evaluation as a valid element of inspection. We propose the term integrated in the sense of integrating ideologies and approaches which previously tended to be associated with very differing conceptualizations of inspection. The most notable of these would be a more widely accepted focus on the importance of data including student achievement data in evaluating schools and the increasingly central role accorded to school self-evaluation as a component of the evaluation process. (Brown, McNamara, O’Hara and O’Brien, 2016, McNamara and O’Hara, 2012; Ehren, Perryman, & Shackleton, 2014).

These ‘co-professional integrated’ inspection systems differ from their predecessors in that they,

• tend to concentrate more on evaluative functions and place the focus on evidence and less on administrative/supervisory/compliance functions;
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• aim to professionalize these evaluative functions by formalizing them through developing sets of standards/criteria/ indicators and by the use of instruments taken from social science to collect data both quantitative and qualitative;

• utilise a range of inspection treatments driven by risk assessments based on data or follow up to previous inspections rather than the more traditional cyclical model;

• are concerned with both accountability/public reporting and school improvement but with a greater emphasis on the latter;

• focus on the performance of schools as organizations as much, or perhaps more, than on the work of individual teachers;

• perceive collaboration and co-professional dialogue between inspectors and schools/teachers as fundamental;

• look to involve stakeholders including parents and students in the inspection process;

• encourage schools to self-evaluate in a formal way as part of the inspection process.

By virtue of these features ‘co-professional integrated inspection’ fits well in to the framework of ‘rationalized control’ propagated by the proponents of evidence-based governance. In this conceptualization inspectors are not simply bureaucrats who are supervising schools according to old-fashioned and easily controllable administrative criteria; rather they aspire to form a new breed of professionals in close contact with schools and teachers and with the latest developments in educational research. Ireland provides a very interesting example of the growth of what one might begin to describe as an increasingly typical inspection model and this paper hopes to clarify both what this looks like and the thinking driving the emerging policy and processes.

**School Inspection in Ireland**

With the introduction of a centrally administered education system in Ireland in the 1830s, in a letter to the Duke of Leinster, the Chief Secretary, Lord Stanley, proposed a structure for the ‘superintendence’ of education that would be overseen by a board of commissioners. According to what is frequently referred to as the ‘Stanley Letter’ (1831), within this centralized administration, exchequer funding was to be used for six particular purposes, such as ‘granting aid for the erection of schools’ (Stanley, 1831, 4). The second of these purposes resulted in the commencement of school inspection in Ireland, by allowing exchequer funding to be used for the purpose of ‘paying Inspectors for visiting and reporting upon schools’ (*ibid*, p.4). Although the specific duties of the inspectorate consisted of various legal and administrative activities, Akenson (1970) notes that ‘as far as routine inspection visits were concerned, the inspectors’ tasks were just what one would expect’ (146). For example, inspectors were required to ‘observe the teacher conducting the class and suggest any improvements that might occur to him’ (*ibid*).

Inspection continued along these lines until the foundation of an independent Irish state in 1922 (Brown, McNamara and O’Hara, 2016). After this date a strong focus of inspection became the implementation of policies around the restoration of the Irish language to be accomplished largely through the school system. The figure of the ‘cigire’ (Irish for inspector) became a respected, if rather feared, part of the educational landscape. The visit of the ‘cigire’ was a big event for schools, teachers and indeed pupils. However in the final decades of the twentieth century the role of inspection greatly diminished, partly due to the power of the teacher unions but also because much of the resourcing of the Inspectorate was directed to other tasks particularly the management of the annual state examinations. Interestingly, it is suggested by scholars of inspection in Ireland that the impetus for the revival of inspection in the 1990’s came not from domestic political demands but largely
from international developments and the influence of the OECD. (See: McNamara and O’Hara, 2008, 2002).

In the Education Act (Government of Ireland, 1998) a statutory framework relating to the duties of school inspectors came into force. As stated in Section 13(3), ‘the functions of an Inspector shall be: to support and advise recognised schools, centres for education and teachers on matters relating to the provision of education…’ The Act is clear that a dual system of internal and external school evaluations was envisioned, resulting in the development of a multi-mode inspection framework and concomitant government-devised school self-evaluation instruments. Thus, it was in this period that the forerunners of ‘new’ forms of school inspections were put into place.

Until 2010, school inspection was typically conducted using four evaluation instruments, namely thematic, subject, whole school evaluation (WSE), and at Post-Primary level, programme inspections. Although the frequency of inspections varied depending on the evaluation instrument used, inspection schedules were infrequent and centred on a cyclical mode of inspection (See: Ehren et al., 2013). According to the Standing International Conference of Inspectorates (SICI) profile of the Irish inspectorate in 2009, ‘at present, primary level inspections are carried out approximately once every nine to ten years … At Post-Primary level, schools may expect a Whole-School Evaluation with a similar frequency’ (SICI, 2009, 14). However, as subject, thematic, and programme inspections were conducted along with whole school evaluations (WSEs), the inspections were generally more frequent.

Recent Changes in Inspections in Ireland

Since 2010 Ireland has experienced a profound restructuring of its school inspection process, including significant changes to its schedule for inspections and the types of inspection instruments that are used. As previously stated until this point school inspections had typically used four evaluation types, and for the most part, internal planning activities had primarily consisted of developing school policies and plans. Moreover, there was little evidence to suggest that schools were collecting and analysing the data necessary to develop and implement actions plans for improvement (See: McNamara and O’Hara, 2008, 2006, 2005). In fact, akin to other European countries, school self-evaluations were rarely mentioned, if at all, in the majority of school inspection reports.

However during the 2009/2010 academic year the inspectorate began to experiment with new modes of inspection, including the introduction of a codicil version of WSE referred to as WSE-MLL (Whole School Evaluation – Management, Leadership and Learning) . Significant changes compared to the WSE model are evident and primarily relate to:

(1) a greater emphasis being placed on internal evaluation where the ‘onus is placed on schools to engage in the self-evaluation process’ (Egan, 2010, 53)

(2) the structure and composition of the final WSE report, and (3) the inclusion of parent/student opinions in the form of questionnaires.

According to the Chief Inspector WSE-MLL ‘will provide a shorter and more focused report on the school… with less time on school planning and even more time in classrooms’ (Hislop, 2010, 20). The most notable change in this new model of the WSE was the introduction of confidential, anonymous questionnaires that are given to parents and students prior to the external evaluation. The purpose of this initiative is to acknowledge that ‘schools exist to serve the learner and so one of the more important changes that we are making in this new model is to give voice to both students and their parents’ (ibid).
A significant emphasis was also placed on ensuring that schools become proactive in carrying out their own internal evaluations. As stated by the Chief Inspector ‘at the beginning of the inspection we are asking boards of management for their assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the school so that we get some sense of the capability of the school to conduct self-evaluation’ (ibid). However, this new focus highlighted another issue, namely the alignment of the school inspections with school self-evaluation activities.

Prior to 2010 there was no statutory requirement for schools to conduct self-evaluations, although it was assumed that self-evaluations were an intrinsic part of a school’s development planning (which was and is a legislative requirement of all schools in Ireland). However, to ensure that all schools would engage in the self-evaluation process and subsequent action planning for school improvement, Circular Nos. 0040/2012 (DES, 2012a) and 0039/2012 (DES, 2012b) of the Department of Education and Skills (DES) required all schools to conduct self-evaluations during the 2012/2013 academic year. These self-evaluation activities have to be performed in accordance with the inspectorate-devised school self-evaluation guidelines (DES:2012a;2012b) that were published in November 2012. According to the then Minister for Education ‘the School Self-Evaluation Guidelines will support schools to evaluate their own work and to set targets to improve teaching and learning. This will help to achieve the targets set out in the Programme for Government and in the National Literacy and Numeracy Strategy, launched by the Minister last year‘ (Quinn, 2012).

Furthermore, for a number of reasons, such as Ireland’s ‘PISA shock’ in 2010, Circular Nos. 0040/2012 and 0039/2012 also required school self-evaluations to focus on literacy, numeracy, or an aspect of teaching and learning, and as stated by the DES, ‘in subsequent years, schools should select again from the above options so that, within the four-year period, a School Self-Evaluation report and a three-year school improvement plan for literacy, for numeracy and for one aspect of teaching and learning across all subjects will be completed‘ (DES,2012a, 3).

Other inspection instruments were also introduced during this time of inspection reform. For example, from 2011 onwards, unannounced incidental 1-day inspections were introduced into the Irish education system. According to the DES, ‘because it is an unannounced inspection, an incidental inspection can provide a more authentic quality assurance process than inspection models that provide schools with advance notification‘ (DES,2012c, 2). These surprise inspections were a drastic change as up to this point all schools were always given significant notice as to when an inspection would occur.

Another issue with the previous approach to inspection was, that the inspectors were unable to ascertain the extent to which schools implemented the recommendations detailed in previous inspection reports. Although follow-up inspections were performed for schools with very serious weaknesses, it was not until 2012 that follow-up visits, referred to as follow-through inspections were implemented for all schools in the system. According to the DES, ‘these inspection visits seek to establish how well the school community has responded to the recommendations made in the previous inspection‘ (DES, 2013, 6).

Finally, as a result of the rapid development of various inspection instruments, coupled with a more efficient use of inspection resources and system-level data, in the 2011/2012 academic year, the inspectorate abandoned its traditional cyclical model of inspections and moved towards a proportionate, risk-based model (Figure 1). As stated by DES (2013): ‘Having a range of inspection models available has allowed us to target a proportion of our inspection activity where the risk to students’ learning is greatest’. For example, information acquired during short, unannounced inspections can now be used to highlight where further, more intensive inspections are needed... (DES, 2013, 24).
We would argue that in these post 2010 developments we can see Ireland moving to an inspection regime which mirrors the general direction of school evaluation across Europe and shares the key features of what one might suggest is, to an increasing extent, a common model which we have defined as integrated co-professional inspection. Key features of this model include, a range of inspection types usually not cyclical but driven by other factors such as risk assessment and follow up to previous inspection, a set of negotiated standards/criteria for schools to meet, professional dialogue between schools and inspectorates, a balance between accountability and improvement as the primary goal of inspection, emphasis on evidence informed evaluation, and a combination of external inspection and internal self evaluation. The next sections explore the views of the Chief Inspector (CI) of Ireland Dr Harold Hislop with respect to these common features of integrated co-professional inspection.

The Changing Contours of Inspection Internationally

The (CI) began by outlining what he sees as two rather differing philosophies and approaches to the evaluation of schools across Europe up to relatively recently:

_I think you see a tradition which was very influenced by the Scottish experience I think all over Europe which very much combined professional engagement with teachers. One that was very much focused on improvement. It had an accountability function and a public reporting function but it was very much concerned with good self-evaluation, a form of external evaluation that complemented that and one that was less concerned with naming and shaming and control and much more concerned with a professional development and engagement model. You can see that in Scotland and you can see it in some of the eastern European countries that have been shepherded by Scotland in the development of their systems. I think the other group really can be characterised by the Ofsted approach which is very heavily data dependent and I think data based on state or state run examinations or more tests of one type or another. You see elements of that obviously in England and The Netherlands where it’s very strong and very highly developed, Sweden to an extent has adopted elements of it, and has a lot of value in its own way._

However, the (CI) goes on to support the theory that these differing approaches may be in the process of coalescing into a model with more in common:

_Neither model is perfect, you know, there are strengths in both approaches and you can see countries striving to take on the best of both, finding a balance between them. For example you have the Dutch then who have in a sense also been pioneers in a way, equally data driven as the Ofsted people would be but I think the effect, when it’s transacted on the ground is less strongly data driven. They seem to have made huge investments in data, in its analysis and so on like Ofsted but had a different approach on the ground or attempted to have a different approach on the ground, more collaborative and improvement focussed, more supportive of schools._

The Accountability/Improvement Spectrum

The CI acknowledges that the interplay between inspection as an accountability process and the enabling of school and teacher improvement is a dilemma not just in Ireland...
but is common to inspection regimes in general. Interestingly he makes it quite clear that the
Irish inspectorate prioritise improvement and that is, in his view, the direction in which
inspection in other jurisdictions is also going:

> All inspectorates have this problem which of course depends a lot on current
government policy, etc and can chop and change. Basically, we say the primary
aim is to improve the schools and if we’re not getting that aim then the other
ones just fall by the wayside. If we overemphasise say the accountability function
you are likely to impair the improvement function within the schools so that’s
where we’ve ended up. We see ourselves as on a continuum with accountability
and improvement on either end but we are more towards the improvement one
than the accountability and I think this is not unusual in the international
context.

The CI goes on to give an example of the extent to which the Irish inspectorate are
careful not to be overly critical and risk damaging school morale and presumably the
relationship between schools and inspectors:

> As I said there are multi aims but clearly we’ve put an emphasis on the
improvement function within the school and we’ve said there is an
accountability function of course, there is a public function that we perform as
well, much of that through publication of inspection reports. There are things
that are not in our inspection reports because we think that would go too much
towards the accountability emphasis so there are no standardised test results for
instance as you know.

### Inspection Becoming More Selective, ‘Risk Based’ and ‘Follow Up’

The gradual evolution of inspection in Ireland and elsewhere from a repetitive cyclical
structure to a more selective model is described by the CI:

> First of all, like most inspectorates we abandoned the notion of a cycle of inspections
of just one type of inspection model. We decided instead that you certainly needed a
much greater presence of inspectors in a greater proportion of schools, so that was a
key aim for us. We did it through a series of what we would call proportionate models
of inspection but they’re not simply proportionate in terms of length or intensity but
they also do slightly different jobs. So the unannounced short one day type of
inspection has primarily a focus on teaching and learning only in the school. It also
has primarily a focus for us on gathering baseline data whereas a subject inspection,
which is well in at the post primary level, we’re only developing it at the primary
level, is very much a much more intense professional discussion between an expert in
the subject and the professional teachers in the subject about the intricacies of
teaching mathematics or geography or whatever it is.

Equally significant is the determination, again in line with changing international
practice, to follow through both with further inspection and other supports (but decreasingly
with sanctions) to make sure that improvement is following inspection.

> The weakness in the single external inspection model is that it becomes a single
event, you know it is an event that is done to you which you survive as a school,
the end of which you celebrate and you say well we’re not going to see them for
another 5,6,7,8 whatever number of years it is. What we’re finding now and
what we’re doing you know there’s a percentage of schools that we take for
follow through and we do them within a 6-12 month period. That’s enough time
for something to have happened and to have seen the effect of it yet. Not so long
ago I mean data would show you know after about 18 months to 2 years really if the effect hasn’t been seen then you’re not going to see it.

The supportive as opposed to confrontational approach taken to schools requiring further intervention is another hallmark of many, ‘integrated co-professional’ inspection regimes:

We worked with putting a wraparound model in place which meant that the different parts of the department (of education) coordinated to recognise when those problems existed and to make sure that resources could be targeted on those schools. Now we haven’t gotten it perfect but it does mean that during most bi monthly or monthly meetings of a group would sit down here with a caseload of schools and say well where are each of these schools at.

External Inspection and School Self-Evaluation

Perhaps the most common and striking feature of ‘integrated’ and ‘co-professional inspection’ is the role increasingly accorded to school self-evaluation as an element of the inspection process. The CI speaks about this development:

The big changes are the increasing frequency with which we’re in schools and the philosophical decision that you need a binary approach, external balanced by an internal. Our initial emphasis was getting the external one right. We did put more emphasis on that to begin with but in the sure and certain knowledge that we would end up with both working parallel with each other.

The impact of thinking internationally on the emergence of school self–evaluation is acknowledged:

There was and is lots of international evidence that clearly shows that external inspection of itself won’t work as effectively as it might but when combined with self-evaluation both of them can be together a reasonably powerful force for good. Now you need other things as well, you need things like resources, continuing professional development of teachers to support it and other things as well. I think the other influence that struck us at the time was I think a realisation that many countries came to that you will never ever have enough resources to be in schools with an external inspection model as frequently as you would want to be. If you’re relying on external inspection as the driver of your improvement solely that’s going to be an episodic experience so what you need is a continuous experience. They were a very practical approach that drove us to it.

The CI goes to expound a vision of what self-evaluation might be able to achieve and how it can and should interact with external inspection:

If you can manage to have a self-evaluation culture within schools that already has placed teachers and school leaders in the space of thinking about that improvement cycle, of questioning practice of looking at how we’re already doing it can change everything. And if you have a parallel process you hope that there’s a good deal of congruence between the two and that post inspection the improvement work continues but has been informed by an external pair of eyes almost like a critical friend would. I think the experience European wide is that the two need to work together. What we’re really interested in making sure of is that they are engaging in a process. The quality of the judgements they make, no we’re not making judgements of the quality of that. Self-evaluation is in too early a stage in the
process here in its development for us to be publicly saying the quality of the self-evaluation in the school or the judgements made in the self-evaluation of the school are not aligned with standards or whatever. When you mention trust, there must be and there is a challenge in getting self-evaluation, there’s a trust challenge and there’s a trust challenge in a number of ways. One, that parental communities actually trust the self-evaluation process as being a real one and a beneficial one for the school. That will be a challenge in the long term. There’s a trust on the schools point of view that any external evaluators will not misuse the results of self-evaluation. I mean a lot of systems struggled with that and if you make them, that’s why we didn’t but if you do seek to publish them too much or provide too much access to it they’re not likely to be as honest in the process.

**Inspection Standards/Frameworks/Criteria**

A key feature in the role and function of all inspectorates is the development of evaluation criteria not only against which performance will be judged but to provide clarity for schools and stakeholders on priority areas on which to focus improvement. The CI, focuses on the importance of the collaborative, ‘co-professional’ development and therefore acceptance of these frameworks and notes that this is now common internationally:

*I’d like to think that we certainly shared the development of the criteria and I think most inspectorates recognise that you need to do this, it cannot be just top down……An external perspective on the quality of the school with a reporting and accountability function to the taxpayer balanced with really good professional conversations about improving practice in schools, that that works best if you have a partnerships development model, partnership is perhaps not the right word for it but it is one which I prefer co-professional, one that involves the stakeholders in the process and that allows them to build the trust in the system. Now, it means it’s uncomfortable, it’s messy, it’s slow I mean this is the disadvantage and it’s not neat and clean. It just doesn’t allow you to sit in a capital and say right, this is the inspection framework. Of course a government could say give me an inspection framework and I could write an inspection framework within a week, of course or you could or any of us could and here are the models and this is how it’s going to happen. But, would it have any real long term impact on what the student is doing in the school. In fact it could have perverse influences on it sometimes. I do think that if a system has a choice it should aim to be on where there is a co-professional working out of the inspection and quality, I do think that.*

**The Role of Data in Inspection**

In terms of the theme of this paper around the emergence of an integrated inspection model which includes a greater emphasis on data for evaluation purposes than would have been the case in the past for many inspectorates, including Ireland, the CI is very clear: *I think the other weakness in the Irish system is the ready accessibility of data for schools, there’s no doubt about that. Other systems are far ahead in data use and have been prioritising data for a long time. We could have waited until you had perfect systems to collect that data and supply the data back to schools like*
a proper pod or a proper p pod. Both of which are still in their development stages, but we chose not to wait. I mean second level schools have a considerable amount of exam data supplied to the main frame so they have that. The primary schools have the assessment data for literacy and numeracy but they’re at the early stages of learning to work that data and there are limitations in that data and you wouldn’t want that to be the sole data they use or collect and we made that was a pretty strong point to them.

In terms of the data that’s collected at school level, the vast bulk is collected through observation by inspectors. Now, one consequence of self-evaluation is that schools will be increasingly creating more data for analysis by themselves. At present we’ve made a decision that that is data, we can contribute to it but it is data that’s owned by the school. If it wants to share it with us that’s fine but we haven’t made that a requirement that they actually give us every inch of paper that they have. That was a deliberate decision take to allow self-evaluation to get properly established and to get it off the ground in schools. We felt that if we inspected or appeared to inspect self-evaluation too quickly it would then become a process for the inspectorate rather than a process for schools.

I think the data and the expertise in handling data within the school system is a weakness but that is the same in most countries where data was not taken all that seriously and it will take time to catch up. We know that even expertise in assessment itself is generally weak across the Irish system anyway so you are trying to have a system deal with handling data when the capacity to do so is limited enough. But by getting people starting in self-evaluation there’s lots of good you can get out of self-evaluation without a lot of very sophisticated data.

**Looking to the Future**

The final comments of the CI, in terms of future directions again add strength to the notion of an increasing convergence across inspection systems. He outlines similarities and future challenges which, significantly, he perceives to be common across inspection systems:

*Well I know from conferences, visits, talking to colleagues etc that there is a much closer relationship between what we are all doing now than there used to be. The language, ideas, plans, policy and so on are pretty similar although there and always will be limits to that.*

*A challenge that we all still have to solve is the challenge of getting the right balance between the internal and the external because we know now that we will have to start adjusting external inspection in ways to reflect good internal evaluation when it happens and there’ll be a challenge to build confidence in that sort of an approach. So that you’re much more likely to end up with a graduated approach that says certain schools, that school clearly has a self-evaluation process which would mean that external evaluation is less frequently needed or less intensely needed. It doesn’t obviate the need for it I think at all and there was a fear I mean if you’re asking me about challenges I think there was a fear expressed by some people that introducing self-evaluation meant the end of inspection and funnily enough that wasn’t a fear expressed by inspectors let’s say. I mean some did say that but does this mean there’s an end to external inspection? It was more frequently expressed funnily enough by schools or*
perhaps not by schools but certainly school leaders who said actually inspection is really important for us and we wouldn’t want to see the end of it.

On the external thing I’ve said earlier the need to make sure that external inspection adjusts to complement the growth of the comprehensiveness and the thoroughness of school self-evaluation is going to be a big theme for us over the next number of years and to align properly external and internal inspections so that they genuinely do complement one another. If truth be told most inspection systems are still a strongly external inspection model with a growing school self-evaluation model. Now, we need to make sure we balance that properly.

Something else, like data, where some systems like ours are behind is peer to peer evaluation of teachers or principal to teacher evaluations. You can call it, some systems would, teacher appraisal but whatever that is it’s way underdeveloped in the Irish system but I think it is valuable and is a common feature of most inspection.

I think another challenge across Europe is the matter of dealing with data, public accessibility of data to get the balance right between a genuine need for public accessibility but one that isn’t damaging to the long term educational interests. The way it seeks to drive behaviours or can inadvertently drive behaviours, needs to be constantly looked at.

Conclusion

This paper attempted to provide an overview of the emergence of a binary mode of integrated co-professional school inspection which has permeated many education systems where school evaluation exists. Starting with a documentary analysis of the literature on school inspection systems in Europe and elsewhere, the paper began by positing that almost all inspectorates are now following to varying degrees of evaluation maturity, the same overarching trajectory for school accountability and improvement. Next, using Ireland as a case example, the paper provided an overview of the rapid changes that have occurred in school inspection policies and practice whose underlying principles seem to mirror other school inspection systems. To test these assumptions, the paper then provided an analysis of a key informant interview conducted with the Chief inspector of schools in Ireland.

The study of policy documents and literature on the changing face of school inspection, coupled with an analysis of the interview data, confirm the view that convergent approaches to school evaluation appear to be visible across national frontiers. These approaches we have described as integrated in that they contain elements of inspection ideology and methodology previously considered to be very different and even inimical. For example a strong focus on quantitative data is now widely combined with the use of much qualitative data in making judgements about schools. Similarly dialogue for improvement and negotiation about criteria and acceptable standards sits side by side with accountability and compliance with regulation. We have also described the convergent model as co-professional in that in many instances it allows schools a significant voice through dialogue and self-evaluation, shifting the balance of evaluation power and making the role of inspectorates more about helping schools to improve quality through robust internal processes. The responses of Chief Inspector Hislop are illustrative of these developments in the Irish context and also convey his belief that developments in Ireland are very much in line with those in other countries.

The drivers of these developments vary but include political ideology, which of course can change rapidly, the high cost of extensive external inspection and the perceived
need to empower schools through decentralising decision making and yet make democratic accountability an accepted part of everyday school life. Of particular influence in our view has been the work of supranational bodies which has come to favour a compromise, as it were, between heavy handed accountability which can stifle innovation and forms of evaluation systems which are not robust enough to drive improvement. Many of these elements are and will remain in a state of flux. For example the balance between school inspection and school self-evaluation is crucial to the further development of integrated co-professional inspection and this in turn is dependent on the extent to which school self-evaluation becomes credible both in terms of improvement and accountability. All that can be said for now is that the main features of a common approach to driving school improvement through evaluation and inspection can be found in many education systems.
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